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the intelligent 4K broadcast solutions

The new broadcast camin

Size
height
width
depth
weight

105 mm
64 mm
24 mm
245 g

4 1/8 in.
2 1/2 in.
1 in.
8 3/4 oz

Mounting options
cmotion rosette
1/4`` screw

Connectors
RS (fi 3p)*
Analog (Hi 12p)
CBUS (le 8p)*
EXT (fi 16p)*
LBUS (le 4p)*
3x motor ports (le 7p)*

*positioned at 45° for optimized use with right angle connectors

Buttons
on/off switch
potentiometer for iris control
lens button to set iris limit
calibration button

The broadcast camin is a new intelligent interface designed to control focus, iris and zoom on any cine style lens in any
broadcast workflow. The analog connector is compatible with both Canon and Fujinon broadcast controllers, while the 3
regular motor ports allow the use of digital motors from ARRI and Hedén. cmotion’s popular daisy-chain cforce motors
can also be used independently or synchronized for a full 6 motor broadcast solution - all automatically calibrated at
the touch of a button. The potentiometer provides iris adjustment, however common remote control panels gain full iris
control through the 16pin EXT – Hirose 12pin interface. The ergonomic cvolution knob solo can also be used for precise
iris control at the camera or through common fiber systems when located in an OB truck or control room.

The ENG-adapter
Size
height
width
depth
weight

55 mm
70 mm
30 mm
190 g

2 1/4 in.
2 3/4 in.
1 1/4 in.
6 oz

Mounting options
cmotion rosette

Connectors
2x Analog Hi 12p (for Fujinon) or 2x Analog Hi 20p (for Canon)
CBUS (le 8p)*
LBUS (le 4p)*
Optional: 2x Hi 8p for iris control through 8p RCP protocol
Buttons
calibration button

cmotion’s ENG-adapter range offers the industry`s most compact interface for either Canon or Fujinon broadcast
controllers and cine style lens control motors. The sleek and simple-to-use adapters allow operators to control focus and
zoom through familiar broadcast controllers but with external motors that can be mounted on any cine style lens. The
iris motor can be controlled using a knob solo mounted either on the camera or in an OB truck when connected through
a fiber network. When modified with additional 8pin connectors or used with any cvolution camin, common RCPs can
control the iris remotely. Some broadcast cameras can even control the iris automatically.
Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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FAQs

What can the broadcast camin offer me?
•
•
•
•
•

simple and effective solution for controlling cine style lenses in any broadcast workflow
focus and zoom control through broadcast demands (Canon or Fujinon)
VTR/RET function through broadcast demands (Canon/Fujinon)
iris control through RCP unit using camera`s / accessories` Hirose 12pin interface
compatible with cworld and distance measurement tools for live lens data, distance information plus settings and
software updates

What is the difference between the new broadcast camin and an ENG-adapter?
While cmotion’s ENG-adapters are a discreet and simple solution, they are specific to either Canon or Fujinon
broadcast controllers. The broadcast camin however can interact with both Canon and Fujinon controllers through a
split cable. ENG-adapters are only directly compatible with cmotion’s cforce motors, with a cvolution camin or ARRI
Alexa Plus / Studio cameras.The broadcast camin can control cforce motors plus motors from ARRI or Hedén. The
broadcast camin has an RS power input whereas the ENG solution requires power through the end motor. Although
an ENG-adapter can control all 3 motors required for a regular shoot, the broadcast camin can control even up to 6
motors.
Which motors can I use with a broadcast camin?
You can use up to 3 intelligent cforce motors and/or up to 3 motors from ARRI or Hedén.
How can I control the iris?
The iris motor can be controlled using a knob solo cabled directly to either an ENG-adapter or a broadcast camin.
Alternatively, the knob solo can be used in an OB truck or control room through common fiber solutions. The
broadcast camin has a built-in potentiometer for iris control / adjustment plus a lens limit function. The EXT
interface allows the iris to be controlled automatically or remotely through a Hirose 12pin interface on a camera or
accessory.
Can I use the broadcast camin as a regular camin 3M?
Although the broadcast camin and the new cvolution camin 3M look almost identical, there is no wireless module in the
broadcast camin.

Can I use the camin 3M as a broadcast camin?

Although both units offer the same connectors and have similar housing, the camin 3M has a wireless card instead of the
potentiometer. However, full iris control including limit settings can be achieved using a cvolution main unit or knob solo.
Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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#1: Remote iris control - Sony F55 with CA-4000 Camera System Adapter and broadcast
camin
spilt-cable

broadcast controllers
power
cforce motors
or
3x common
motors

RVI-9 cable

focus
iris
zoom
VTR
RET

feautures

Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers – with full VTR/RET function
Remote iris control with RCP from OB truck / studio through Hirose 12pin interface

requirements

- Sony F55 camera
- CA-4000 module - with Hirose 12p interface
- broadcast camin
- RVI-9 cable (Fi 16p, Hirose 12p)
- split cable (CEN-1 for Fujinon: Hi 12p to 2x Hi 12p; CEN-2 for Canon: Hi 12p to 2x Hi 20p)
- 3 motors (either cforce, ARRI or Hedén)
- necessary motor cables (LCB, CAM, CHM)
- power cable for broadcast camin (RS, D-Tap, XLR etc.)

set-up

Connect the RVI-9 cable between the broadcast camin and CA-4000. After engaging the motors with the lens, power the
broadcast camin and press the “CAL“ button. Use the potentiometer to set the iris at T4 (from SW version 3.11.25). Press
and hold the “set iris“ button and change the iris value to T16. Release the “set iris” button to pass iris control to the RCP
through the CA-4000. In order to reset the iris values, press the “set iris“ button again to return iris control to the potentiometer.
Alternatively, it is possible to save and load lens data onto the broadcast camin when using the cworld. If lens data is detected on the camin, iris control is automatically passed on to the RCP through the Hirose 12pin connector, as soon as the
RVI-9 cable is connected.
By using the cworld, it is also possible to access live lens data via any mobile device.

Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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#2: Remote iris control - Sony F55 with Hi 12p lens adapter and broadcast camin

broadcast controllers
power
cforce motors
or
3x common
motors

RVI-9 cable

focus
iris
zoom
VTR
RET

feautures

Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers – with full VTR/RET function
Remote iris control with RCP from OB truck / studio through Hirose 12pin interface

requirements

- Sony F55 camera
- any lens adapter for Sony F55 with a Hirose 12pin connector
- broadcast camin
- RVI-9 cable (Fi 16p, Hirose 12p)
- split cable (CEN-1 for Fujinon: Hi 12p to 2x Hi 12p; CEN-2 for Canon: Hi 12p to 2x Hi 20p)
- 3 motors (either cforce, ARRI or Hedén)
- necessary motor cables (LCB, CAM, CHM)
- power supply cable for broadcast camin (RS, D-Tap, XLR etc.)

set-up

Connect the RVI-9 cable between the broadcast camin and lens adapter (FZ-PL). After engaging the motors with the
lens, power the broadcast camin and press the “CAL“ button. Use the potentiometer to set the iris at T4 (from SW version
3.11.25). Press and hold the “set iris“ button and change the iris value to T16. Release the “set iris” button to pass iris
control to the RCP through the lens adapter. In order to reset the iris values, press the “set iris“ button again to return iris
control to the potentiometer.
Alternatively, it is possible to save and load lens data onto the broadcast camin when using the cworld. If lens data is
detected on the camin, iris control is automatically passed on to the RCP through the Hirose 12pin connector, as soon as
the RVI cable is connected.
By using the cworld, it is also possible to access live lens data via any mobile device.

Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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#3: Remote iris control - Sony F55, ENG-adapter* (with 2 x Hirose 8pin), NIPROS /
Telecast fiber solution, knob solo

broadcast controller for zoom
Remote Hi 8p

power
cforce motors

CCA-cable

knob solo for Iris control or to
set lens limit
CCA-cable
broadcast controller for focus

Remote Hi 8p

focus
iris
zoom
VTR
RET

*[C02B-K16] ENG-adapter for cforce (Canon 20p) FIZ including Sony remote interface

feautures
- Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers
- Remote iris control with RCP from OB truck / studio through NIPROS or Telecast fiber system
- Iris can also be controlled using knob solo with any camera

requirements

- Sony F55 camera (for RCP iris control)
- NIPROS or Telecast fiber system with Hirose 8pin connector for RCP protocol
- ENG-adapter for cforce (Canon 20p or Fujinon 12p) with Hirose 8pin Sony remote interface
- 2 CCA cables (Hi 8p to Hi 8p)
- knob solo to set / control Iris
- CCB (Le 8p, Le 8p) cable for knob solo
- 3 cforce motors with LCB cables
- power cable for cforce motors (RS, D-Tap, XLR etc.)

set-up

In this configuration we are using an ENG-adapter modified with 2 additional Hirose 8pin connectors to trace the RCP
protocol and filter iris information.
Connect the knob solo to the ENG-adapter using the CCB cable and check that control is set to I for iris. Connect one
CAA cable between the ENG-adapter and the F55 and the second cable between the ENG-adapter and the NIPROS /
Telecast unit. After engaging the cforce motors with the lens, power the system through the end motor. Press the “Func“
button on the motors to calibrate the system. Use the knob solo to set the iris at T4 (from SW version 3.9.21). Press and
hold the “LENS“ button (on the back of the knob solo) and change the iris value to T16. Release the “LENS” button to
pass iris control to the RCP. In order to reset the iris values, press the “LENS“ button again to return iris control to the knob
solo.
Note: It is possible to use this configuration with any camera when the iris is controlled through the knob solo only.
Standard CCB cables are available up to 100m, however 1,000m is possible when using a canbus repeater.

Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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#4: ARRI Alexa plus ENG-adapter

broadcast controller for zoom

broadcast controller for focus

CAB-1 cable

3x ARRI motors
focus
iris
zoom
VTR
RET

feautures
- Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers
- Motors controlled directly through ARRI Alexa module
- Remote iris control with RCP through ARRI network

requirements

- ARRI Alexa with Plus module
- ENG-adapter (Canon 20p or Fujinon 12p)
- CAB-1 cable (Le 8p, Fi 5p)
- 3 ARRI CLM motors

set-up

Connect the 3 motors to the Alexa Plus module.
Connect the ENG-adapter to the Alexa Plus LCS port using the CAB-1 cable.
Press the “Func” button on the ENG-adapter to calibrate the motors.

Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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#5: Remote / automatic iris control - ENG-adapter and cvolution camin 4M / 8M
broadcast controller for zoom

power

3 to 6 motors
broadcast controller for focus
RVI-4 cable
Analog Hi 12p
(Ikegami, Video cameras,
etc.)
cvolution hand unit
or knob solo for iris setting

feautures

focus
iris
zoom
VTR (RVI-4 cable)
RET (with modified camin
and RVI-8 cable)

- Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers
- Remote iris control with RCP through camera`s Hirose 12pin interface
- Automatic iris control through broadcast camera’s Hirose 12pin interface
- Wireless iris control through cvolution hand unit
- Cabled iris control using knob solo or cvolution hand unit
- Use of ARRI or Hedén motors through cvolution camin 4M / 8M
- Suitable for 3D live broadcast when using camin 8M (or 4M with additional cforce motors)

requirements

- ENG-adapter (Canon 20p or Fujinon 12p)
- cvolution camin 4M or 8M
- CBUS cable to connect ENG-adapter to camin (LBUS connectors also compatible)
- 3 motors (ARRI / Hedén)
- cvolution hand unit or knob solo for iris control or set limit for RCP / automatic control
- RVI-4 cable (Fi 16p, Hirose 12p)
- power cable for camin (RS, D-Tap, XLR etc.)
- CCB cable (Le 8p, Le 8p) for cabled iris control (LCB-7 cable to LBUS (Le 4p, Le 8p) is also available)

set-up
Connect the ENG-adapter to the camin using either CBUS or LBUS connectors and the RVI-4 cable between the camin
and the camera’s Hirose 12pin. After engaging the motors with the lens, power the camin and calibrate the motors by
pressing the “Func” button on the ENG-adapter. Connect the hand unit or knob solo to the camin (wireless / cabled) and
set the iris to T4 (from SW version 3.9.21). Press and hold the “LENS” button on the controller and turn the iris to T16 before releasing the “LENS” button. The iris can now be controlled automatically by the camera, or remotely through an RCP
independently connected to the camera.

Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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broadcast workflow with the cvolution camin 3M
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#6: Remote iris control - cvolution camin 3M and Hirose 12pin interface: CA-4000 / Sony
adapter / broadcast camera
broadcast controller for zoom

broadcast controller for focus

split cable
for Canon or
Fujinon

power

3x  cforce motors
or
3x  motors
RVI-9 cable
Analog Hi 12p
(Ikegami HDK 97, etc.)

cvolution hand unit
or knob solo for iris setting

feautures

focus
iris
zoom
VTR
RET

- Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers
- Remote iris control with RCP from OB truck / studio through Hirose 12pin interface

requirements

- camin 3M
- knob solo / cvolution hand unit to set / control iris
- CCB cable (Le 8p, Le 8p) for knob solo / hand unit
- split cable (CEN-1 for Fujinon: Hi 12p to 2x Hi 12p; CEN-2 for Canon: Hi 12p to 2x Hi 20p)
- 3 motors; cforce, ARRI or Hedén with necessary cables
- power cable for camin 3M (RS, D-Tap, XLR etc.)
- RVI-9 cable (Fi 16p, Hirose 12p)

set-up

Connect the RVI-9 cable between the camin 3M and the CA-4000 / lens adapter or camera. After engaging the motors
with the lens, power the camin 3M and calibrate the motors by pressing the “CAL” button. Connect the hand unit or knob
solo to the camin (wireless / cabled) and set the iris to T4 (from SW version 3.11.25). Press and hold the “LENS” button
on the controller (hand unit or knob solo) and turn the iris to T16 before releasing the “LENS” button. The iris can now be
controlled automatically or by an RCP. In order to reset the iris values, press the “LENS“ button again to return iris control
to the cmotion controller (hand unit or knob solo).

Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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#7: Direct iris control with ENG-adapter and knob solo
broadcast controller for zoom
power
3x  cforce motors

broadcast controller for focus
optional: directly wired
through CCB-cable
CSE-5
to fibre base station
CSE-5
knob solo

CSE-2

CSE-2
knob solo

focus
iris
zoom
VTR
RET

feautures
- Focus and zoom control through Canon / Fujinon broadcast controllers
- Iris control through knob solo (cabled direct to ENG-adapter or through fiber network)

requirements

- ENG-adapter (Canon 20p or Fujinon 12p)
- knob solo for iris control
- CCB cable (Le 8p, Le 8p) to connect knob solo to ENG-adapter
- 2 CSE-2 cables (Le m8p, D-Sub 15p) for Telecast or 2 CSE-5 cables (Le8p,Hi12p) for NIPROS (optional) (If used, CCB
not required)
- 3 cforce motors with LBUS cables
- power cable for cforce motor (RS, D-Tap, XLR etc.)

set-up

Connect the knob solo to the ENG-adapter using the CCB cable and make sure the commandon the knob solo is set to I
for iris. After engaging the cforce motors with the lens, power the system through the end motor. Press the “Func“ button
on the ENG-adapter to calibrate the motors. The focus and zoom motor will be controlled through the broadcast controllers while the knob solo will control the iris motor.
NOTE: If you need to control the iris at over 100m from the camera, it is possible to use Telecast or NIPROS fiber systems
allowing the knob solo to be located in an OB truck or studio.
NOTE: It is possible to take over focus and zoom control with the knob solo by selecting F or Z respectively.
Technical data subject to change without further notice. © cmotion 2020
cmotion GmbH • Wiedner Hauptstrasse 135 / B3 • 1050 Vienna / Austria • www.cmotion.eu
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